5 COTTON NIGHT SUITS THAT ARE A MUST-HAVE THIS SUMMER SEASON
Some of the most soul-satisfying experiences for a girl are unbuttoning a pair of itchy jeans after
a stomach popping meal, unhooking a bra that’s been digging into the skin, and slipping into a
comfortable night suit after a grueling long day… Don’t you agree? Night suits have gotten
closer to us girls ever since the start of the pandemic… life was oh so much easier when we had
to deal with constant calls, nagging clients, and time-defying deadlines all in the comfort of our
night suits. Honestly, it brought easy-breezy comfort to our multitasking lives…
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After a long day, all you look for at night before you nosedive into your pillow is something
comfortable to wear, something airy and light, especially during these sweltering summer
months. At Allegra Fashion we’ve got all your comfort needs covered, let’s give you a tour of our
new 100% cotton printed night suit and tell you why they are a must-have in your wardrobe this
season.

1. THE KAFTAN STYLE PINK DANDELION NIGHT SUIT
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This 100% cotton printed night suit set with a kaftan top and matching bottoms is a snooze
favorite. Slip this on, and rest assured you’re going to get the best sleep you’ve ever had. The
flared sleeves are perfect for easy free-flowing movement, especially with the mercurial
temperatures we are battling currently. The dandelion printed set comes in a pretty pink shade,
and is available in all sizes, right from XS to XXL. Another bonus feature is that this also comes
with an eye mask.

2. THE HAND BLOCK PRINTED ANGHRAKHA SHORTS NIGHT SUIT
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This handcrafted premium quality printed night suit is a summer star, though it's a night suit, it
has such a smart unique look and feel that you easily parade in it throughout the day, and quite

honestly who’s stopping you! This is perfect even for a girl’s night in..when you just want to laze
and chill around with your gang over some amazing food and a Netflix marathon. This unique
set is available in a soothing blue shade and is available in all sizes, from XS to XXL, this too
comes with an eye mask.

3. SHIRT STYLE HANDCRAFTED COTTON PRINTED NIGHT SUIT SET
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This shirt-style pink and white-colored printed night suit comes with a comfortable
round neck. Sometimes you have relatives at home and you don’t really want to go and
change into something uncomfortable, this night suit is perfect for those times. Even if
you need to set foot in the kitchen to rustle up a meal, you can be rest assured that even
in the heat this material won’t stick to your skin. This piece comes with matching
bottoms and an eye mask in all sizes ranging from XS to XXL.
4. HANDCRAFTED STRIPED COTTON PRINTED NIGHT SUIT
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This classic striped cotton night suit is such a must-have. It visually screams comfort and ease
and that’s not all, the bottoms come with pockets, which is such a relief for us girls! Like
seriously even girls too need a place to keep their stuff, why should boys have all the fun???

5. SHIBORI FREE STYLE LOUNGEWEAR
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This tie and dye two-piece set is extremely weather-friendly and you can easily step out in this
piece too, in case you need to do a quick grocery run. Its highly breathable fabric makes it a
crowd-fave. Who says you can’t look fabulous and comfy at the same time! This set comes in a
soothing shade of green and is available in all sizes ranging from XS to XXL.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND BEFORE PURCHASING YOUR NIGHT SUITS
FABRIC CHECK IS A MUST
Yes there are countless styles and fabrics available in the market, yes satin and silk feel sexy and
smooth, but let’s get real here for a minute, it feels almost like 100 degrees outside, do you
really want a fabric that clings to your skin? No right… Summer is all about cotton baby! You
need to invest in premium quality organic cotton night suits that allow your skin to breathe.
Let’s list the benefits of choosing cotton, it won’t stick to your skin, it absorbs the moisture and
leaves you less clammy, it’s a pretty sturdy fabric that has fewer chances of tearing, and the
more it is washed the softer it becomes. Need I say more??

THE SIMPLER THE BETTER

The more simple your night suit, the comfier you feel. Avoid purchasing nightwear that comes
with a lot of embellishments and sequins and other prickly things that might sting you while
you’re sleeping. Even though they may look more appealing and make you look good, that's just
temporary, because when you sleep all you want is a soft cushioning feel, you don’t want to
wear anything that disrupts your sleep every 5 minutes. Hence it makes sense to steer away
from such night suits with too much lacework or big buttons.

CHOOSE A COMFY FIT
Tight sleepwear is a bold NO!
You’ve just had a long day, you’ve just got out those itchy thick jeans, and your body has just
battled it out with your bra straps, why put it through more torture by wearing tight sleepwear.
At night you need to let your skin breathe, it has to unwind after a tedious day, and if you wear
anything tight when you sleep it might chafe your skin. So it's best to wear something that is
slightly airier and looser for maximum comfort. When it comes to sleepwear, sizing up is always
recommended.

COLOR IS CRUCIAL
Color too plays an important role, when it comes to selecting your nightwear. In summers when
temperatures are soaring to 40 degrees, you don’t want to pick colors like fiery red and rich
purple. These dark shades make you feel even hotter, you want to go for soothing light hues like
blue, pink, green, white, etc. Minimalism during the summer season works best especially if you
want a good night’s rest!

After a long hard day, the bed is your personal space, your sanctuary where you unwind and
relax so it's important to find maximum comfort. With these cotton-printed night suits in your
wardrobe, you’ll be all set to enjoy your nights all summer long. To find the perfect cotton
printed night suit that suits your style and need, hop onto our website and take your pick!

